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1

Introduction

The Technical University of Denmark (DTU) has designed and implemented a P-band POLarimetric
Airborne Radar Ice Sounder (POLARIS) for ESA [1][2]. A Proof-of-Concept (PoC) campaign in May
2008 served to test if the system performance meets the overall system requirements as defined in [3]
and consolidated in [4]. The PoC campaign proved that POLARIS is able to detect the bedrock and
map the internal ice layers in the dry-snow zone of the Greenland ice sheet [5][6]. This campaign
report deals with an additional POLARIS test in Greenland, October 6-12, 2009.

2

Objectives

The additional test campaign has a primary and a secondary objective:
•
•

System test after system upgrade
Acquisition of fully polarimetric data of glaciological interest

During the PoC campaign the POLARIS sensitivity was degraded by radio frequency interference
(RFI), which was generated by the system itself. Only the coherent RFI contribution could be
suppressed by subsequent filtering. Further, due to a RAM malfunction, no quad polarized data were
acquired, and consequently polarization synthesis was not possible, which in turn limited the applicable
analyses of the ice crystal orientation fabrics (COF). For instance, it was not possible to determine the
principal COF directions and hence the ice strain directions.
After the PoC campaign, the digital front end (DFE) of the POLARIS system has been modified such
that the RFI is avoided by blocking the data read-out while sampling the return waveforms. Also, it is
now possible to acquire quad polarized data. Hence, the sensitivity performance and the polarimetric
capability needed to be tested in order to demonstrate the compliance to the ESA’s requirements.
The polarimetric capability of the POLARIS system is quite unique, and the test data to be acquired for
technical purposes might be of great interest to glaciologists. Hopefully, the additional test campaign
can pave the way for future scientific campaigns.

Figure 1.1 Four-element POLARIS antenna mounted on the Twin Otter.
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3

Test site

It is crucial to acquire POLARIS data in the dry snow zone. The target for space based ice sounding is
Antarctica and the central part of the Greenland ice sheet, which are both located in the dry snow zone.
Also, in the dry snow zone the ice thickness is sufficient to test the POLARIS sensitivity.
The ice divide between the ice core drilling sites NGRIP and NEEM was originally proposed as a test
site by the British Antarctic Survey (BAS). The ice flows much faster perpendicular to the ice divide
than parallel to it, and consequently an anisotropic ice crystal orientation fabric results. This makes the
ice divide well suited for a test of the polarimetric capability of the POLARIS system. The University
of Copenhagen has many activities related the ice divide between NGRIP and NEEM. Finally, when
interpreting the polarimetric POLARIS data, it is very important to compare with in situ data, i.e. the
NGRIP and NEEM ice cores, the crystal structure of which has been / will be analyzed.
Between NEEM and NGRIP, the ice thickness is also sufficient to test the POLARIS sensitivity At
NGRIP the ice thickness is 3087 m, and at NEEM the thickness is 2561 m). The exact flight track for
this leg is not a straight line or a great circle track. Instead, it coincides with the ice divide.
Coordinates have been specified by Dorthe Dahl-Jensen and handed over to DTU Space by Christine
Hvidberg, both from the University of Copenhagen. In June/July 2007, prior to the definition of the
NEEM location, a traverse was done approximately along the ice divide North West of NGRIP. A
Toyota Cruiser pulled a sledge with the CReSIS UHF radar ice sounder. Also, a snow mobile was used
for the radar ice sounder of the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI). Finally, September 17 2007, airborne
ice sounding data were acquired between NGRIP and NEEM using the 150 MHz radar of the Kansas
University (KU). The processed KU data can be downloaded from:
https://www.cresis.ku.edu/research/data/datafiles/greenland/2007/PDF/20070917.pdf
The traverse and the KU flight track do not exactly coincide with the ice divide. According to
Christine Hvidberg, the POLARIS track should preferably coincide with the ice divide, not the existing
radar tracks [7].
Multiple, orthogonal tracks were defined at NGRIP and NEEM.

4

Operational modes

Table 4.1 lists the system requirements imposed by the scene and the system. For instance,
simultaneous mapping of the ice surface and the bedrock calls for a high dynamic range and hence
application of the Shallow / Deep Sounding (SDS) mode. However, SDS reduces the effective PRF by
a factor of two and hence reduces the SNR, so if the only objective were bedrock detection and
mapping of the basal conditions, SDS should not be used. Quad polarization has an adverse effect on
the SNR, too, but the University of Copenhagen does request polarimetric measurements of the
bedrock and basal conditions [7]. Single polarized data have already been acquired by others.
Likewise, a large bandwidth is attractive in order to resolve the bedrock and the internal layers (also the
deep ones), but the PoC data suggest using a smaller bandwidth, if the only objective were bedrock
detection. This is somewhat surprising as, theoretically, the smaller noise bandwidth should be
balanced by a smaller pulse compression gain. Possibly the conclusion based on the PoC observation
is not valid in general, as the PoC data were greatly impacted by RFI, which is likely to have a stronger
power spectrum outside the 6 MHz band. After the RFI issue has been solved, the SNR associated
with point targets might, indeed, be independent of the bandwidth as suggested by theory. With the
POLARIS geometry, the bedrock can to some extend be considered a point target, whereas the deep
internal layers constitute a distributed target, the SNR of which deteriorates with increasing bandwidth.
The University of Copenhagen recommends a 30 MHz bandwidth for the deep sounding as a
compromise between resolution and SNR [7]. An 85 MHz bandwidth will be used for shallow
sounding, where the SNR is less critical.
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The adverse effect of surface clutter is reduced with a low flight altitude. On the other hand, this
shortens the pulse that can be used for shallow mapping, which in turn might imply a smaller shallow
window and hence a shorter pulse for the deep window. As a compromise, a 2000 ft flight altitude was
suggested based on model-based SNR estimations.
It is desirable to cover all scenes using the same operational mode [8]. However, for the scenes
covered more than once, multiple modes were used. The NEEM and NGRIP sites were each passed
four times, using two orthogonal flight directions and two different modes. Table 4.1 suggests narrow
band, deep-only sounding as the alternative mode because deep sounding is of particular interest [7].
The operational modes of POLARIS are defined in Appendix B.

Full coverage (top to bottom)

+

Bedrock and basal conditions of particular interest

–

High vertical resolution (internal layers)

Low altitude

Quad pol.

Scene

Wideband

System requirement

High dynamic
range (SDS)

Table 4.1 Tracebility matrix establishing the origin of the system requirements.

–
–
+

Anisotropic crystal orientation fabrics

+

Surface clutter suppression

+
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5
5.1

ATC Flight
Flight lines

Figure 5.1 outlines the flight tracks, and Table 5.1 lists the coordinates etc. of the airport and the two
drilling sites in question.

Figure 5.1 ATC flight tracks
Table 5.1 Selected waypoints
Location

Latitude

Longitude

Ice surface

Ice bottom

NGRIP

75.096° N

42.328° W

2918 m

-169 m

NEEM

77.440° N

51.069° W

2447 m

-114 m

Upernavik (JUV)

70.784° N

56.151° W

NA

NA

The ATC flight was carried out on October 8, 2009. The aircraft departed from Kangerlussuaq (SFJ) to
Upernavik (JUV) in the morning. During this ferry flight, various system tests and calibrations were
carried out – these are not included here. After a brief refuelling stop in Upernavik, the actual flight
was carried out. An uninterrupted sounding (Quad_SDS mode) was carried out from Upernavik to
NEEM, flying over NEEM on a North East track. Then the sounding mode was temporarily switched
from shallow/deep to deep-only sounding (Quad mode), employing a longer pulse and a lower
bandwidth in order to ensure detection of the bedrock. This mode was flown in a “cross”, crossing the
NEEM site on a South East track followed by a North East track. The radar was then switched back to
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shallow-deep sounding for the leg from NEEM to NGRIP, and the NEEM site was overflown again on
a South East track, exiting towards NGRIP. In this way, sounding data from 90º crossing tracks are
available in both the shallow/deep and the deep only mode. The shallow/deep mode was then kept
uninterrupted from NEEM to NGRIP, and the NGRIP site was overflown on a South East track. Then
the radar was again switched to the deep-only mode, which was flown in a cross on a South West track
followed by a South East track. Finally, the radar was switched back to shallow/deep sounding for the
leg back to Upernavik, exiting on a South West track crossing NGRIP. Thus 90º crossing tracks are
also available for both modes at the NGRIP site. The available data sets are listed in Table 5.2, and a
detailed overview of the available data is given in Section 6. The flight altitude was 2000 ft above the
ice surface for all tracks.
Table 5.2 Overview of ATC soundings

Sounding
p091008_m141426
p091008_m160224
p091008_m161551
p091008_m174900
p091008_m181013

5.2

Leg
JUV-NEEM
NEEM Cross
NEEM-NGRIP
NGRIP Cross
NGRIP-JUV

Mode
Quad_SDS
Quad
Quad_SDS
Quad
Quad_SDS

BW
[MHz]
85/30
6
85/30
6
85/30

PulseLen
[us]
2/10
25
2/10
25
2/10

Duration
01:45:10
00:10:22
01:31:08
00:18:08
01:32:17

Antenna failure

Halfway between NEEM and NGRIP, the feeding probe for one of the four antenna elements was
detached from the element, causing reduced or no signal transmission/reception on that element. The
failure affected only the horizontal polarized port and occurred in line 225884 (UTC time 17:03:13) of
the data set p091008_m161551. Data acquired before that line number/time (a.o. all NEEM data) can
be safely used. For subsequent data, the HH, HV, and VH channels have a degraded signal-to-noise
ratio and radiation pattern. The loss of signal is on the order of 5-6 dB in the worst case (the HH
channel). The VV channel is unaffected, so for non-polarimetric applications, only the VV channel
should be used. In later acquired datasets (174900 and 181013) the contact is regained and lost
intermittently (possibly due to variation in air pressure and temperature with flight level).
The level 0c-processed data sets affected by the antenna failure all have had a capital F appended to the
scene name (e.g. "pXXXXXX_mYYYYYY_allF_dhh0", see also 7A.2).

5.3

External calibration

The internal calibration loops in the radar allows a relative calibration of the system up to the antenna
terminals. The antenna gain depends on the transmit and receive polarization used, and therefore an
external calibration including the antenna should be made in order to use the system in the polarimetric
mode. An absolute calibration would require a target for which the radar cross section and scattering
matrix is known, but this is quite impractical for the ice sounder geometry, and with the low
frequencies employed. Several times, external calibration has been attempted over the sea, but the sea
has never been sufficiently calm to ensure specular reflection and hence to have a well-known radar
cross section. However a relative calibration of the polarimetric channels can be made using the
approach described in Appendix C, which requires an isotropic scene. For such a scene, the co-polar
scattering matrix elements SHH and SVV can be assumed equal, whereas the cross-polar elements SHV and
SVH are, more generally, equal for a monostatic system.
The method uses the ratio between the measured co-polar (HH and VV) responses, and the ratio
between the measured cross-polar (HV and VH) responses. In order to obtain a scene that could be
considered isotropic, a large section of the ice surface was used to estimate the HH/VV ratio. The
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polarimetric covariance matrix was established using the surface echo for a large number of alongtrack positions and averaged to a single matrix, from which the measured co-polar response was
extracted. However such a relatively flat surface has a low cross-polar response. It was observed that
the HV/HH and VH/VV ratios were so low that the cross-polar response was at the level of the
expected polarimetric cross-talk. To establish the cross-polar ratio, use was made of surface echoes
acquired near the ice edge, where the bedrock protrudes through the ice surface. A region with a
significant cross-polar signal level (presumably due to surface slopes) was selected, and the cross-polar
ratio was estimated by forming and averaging the polarimetric covariance matrix from the surface
echoes for a number of along-track positions. Since the co-polar and cross-polar calibrations were
carried out at different locations, this approach assumes that the external calibration parameters do not
change with time. 256000 ice surface echo lines (14:48:08 to 15:42:47) from the p091008_m141426
data set were used to obtain an estimate of the co-polar calibration parameters, whereas only 1150 echo
lines (14:20:53 to 14:21:07) from the same dataset were available for estimating the cross-polar
parameters. The resulting parameters are listed below, and were used to calibrate the level 0c data
provided.
Table 5.3 Transmitter and receiver imbalance estimated from external calibration, cf. Appendix C.
Magnitude [dB]

Phase [deg]

Receiver imbalance, frx

-0.61

-8.0

Transmitter imbalance, ftx

-0.05

-2.6

5.4

Schedule

Table 5.4 outlines the schedule.
Table 5.4 ATC schedule
Date

Activity

Tuesday, 6.10.2009

DTU personnel to Greenland
Test of POLARIS in hangar.

Wednesday, 7.10.2009

Installation in POF and ground tests.

Thursday, 8.10.2009

Transit flight:
Kangerlussuaq – Upernavik
ATC flight:
Upernavik – NGRIP – NEEM – Upernavik

Friday, 9.10.2009

Transit flight: Upernavik – Kangerlussuaq
Dismount of system

Saturday, 10.10.2009

Packing of system
Debriefing

Sunday, 11.10.2009

Spare day

Monday, 12.10.2009

POLARIS shipped to DK
DTU personnel back to Denmark
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5.5

Equipment

The Twin Otter was equipped with an additional fuel tank enabling some 6 hours of flights.
The POLARIS system was flown with its 4-element antenna.
No laser scanner was installed.
No phase-differential GPS data were acquired.

5.6

Personnel

Two people from DTU Space took part in the campaign, while two pilots and a flight mechanic
participated from Air Greenland, see Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 People flying the additional test campaign.
Name

Responsibility

Steen Savstrup Kristensen

Technical Expert

Anders Kusk

Technical Expert

Jonas Finnbogason

Pilot

Kristinn S. Sigurjónsson

Co-pilot

Jørgen Frederiksen

Flight Mechanic
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6

Data Inventory

In this chapter each sounding is outlined in terms of:
•

a map

•

the data acquisition mode

•

the pulse repetition frequency after presumming (PRF)

•

the pulse bandwidth (B)

•

the pulse length (T)

•

the delay from pulse transmission starts to the first sample of the receive window (Delay)

•

the number of samples in the receive window (Nra)

•

the sampling frequency after processing (Fs)

•

the gain setting of the variable gain amplifier in the receiver (G)

For convenience, the crossing tracks at NEEM and NGRIP have been extracted to individual scenes.
The site and track direction is indicated by the scene name identifier (i.e. neemSE means a track
crossing NEEM on a South East track)
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Sounding/scene identifier

PRF

B

T

Delay

Nra

Fs

G

[Hz]

[MHz]

[us]

[us]

‐

[MHz]

[dB]

p091008_m141426_all_0c_dhh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m141426_all_0c_dhv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m141426_all_0c_dvh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m141426_all_0c_dvv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m141426_all_0c_shh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m141426_all_0c_shv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m141426_all_0c_svh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m141426_all_0c_svv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5
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Sounding/scene identifier

PRF

B

T

Delay

Nra

Fs

G

[Hz]

[MHz]

[us]

[us]

‐

[MHz]

[dB]

p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_dhh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_dhv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_dvh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_dvv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_shh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_shv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_svh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_svv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_dhh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_dhv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_dvh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_dvv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_shh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_shv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_svh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_svv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5
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Sounding/scene identifier

PRF

B

T

Delay

Nra

Fs

G

[Hz]

[MHz]

[us]

[us]

‐

[MHz]

[dB]

p091008_m160224_all_0c_fhh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m160224_all_0c_fhv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m160224_all_0c_fvh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m160224_all_0c_fvv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9
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Sounding/scene identifier

PRF

B

T

Delay

Nra

Fs

G

[Hz]

[MHz]

[us]

[us]

‐

[MHz]

[dB]

p091008_m160224_neemNE_0c_fhh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m160224_neemNE_0c_fhv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m160224_neemNE_0c_fvh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m160224_neemNE_0c_fvv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m160224_neemSE_0c_fhh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m160224_neemSE_0c_fhv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m160224_neemSE_0c_fvh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m160224_neemSE_0c_fvv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9
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Sounding/scene identifier

PRF

B

T

Delay

Nra

Fs

G

[Hz]

[MHz]

[us]

[us]

‐

[MHz]

[dB]

p091008_m161551_allF_0c_dhh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_allF_0c_dhv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_allF_0c_dvh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_allF_0c_shh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m161551_allF_0c_shv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m161551_allF_0c_svh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m161551_all_0c_dvv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_all_0c_svv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5
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Sounding/scene identifier

PRF

B

T

Delay

Nra

Fs

G

[Hz]

[MHz]

[us]

[us]

‐

[MHz]

[dB]

p091008_m161551_ngripSEF_0c_dhh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_ngripSEF_0c_dhv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_ngripSEF_0c_dvh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_ngripSEF_0c_shh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m161551_ngripSEF_0c_shv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m161551_ngripSEF_0c_svh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m161551_ngripSE_0c_dvv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m161551_ngripSE_0c_svv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m181013_ngripSWF_0c_dhh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m181013_ngripSWF_0c_dhv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m181013_ngripSWF_0c_dvh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m181013_ngripSWF_0c_shh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m181013_ngripSWF_0c_shv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m181013_ngripSWF_0c_svh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m181013_ngripSW_0c_dvv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m181013_ngripSW_0c_svv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5
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Sounding/scene identifier

PRF

B

T

Delay

Nra

Fs

G

[Hz]

[MHz]

[us]

[us]

‐

[MHz]

[dB]

p091008_m174900_allF_0c_fhh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m174900_allF_0c_fhv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m174900_allF_0c_fvh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m174900_all_0c_fvv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9
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Sounding/scene identifier

PRF

B

T

Delay

Nra

Fs

G

[Hz]

[MHz]

[us]

[us]

‐

[MHz]

[dB]

p091008_m174900_ngripSEF_0c_fhh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m174900_ngripSEF_0c_fhv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m174900_ngripSEF_0c_fvh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m174900_ngripSE_0c_fvv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m174900_ngripSWF_0c_fhh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m174900_ngripSWF_0c_fhv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m174900_ngripSWF_0c_fvh0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9

p091008_m174900_ngripSW_0c_fvv0

125.1

6

25

30.04

126

6.25

29.9
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Sounding/scene identifier

PRF

B

T

Delay

Nra

Fs

G

[Hz]

[MHz]

[us]

[us]

‐

[MHz]

[dB]

p091008_m181013_allF_0c_dhh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m181013_allF_0c_dhv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m181013_allF_0c_dvh0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m181013_allF_0c_shh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m181013_allF_0c_shv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m181013_allF_0c_svh0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5

p091008_m181013_all_0c_dvv0

78.1

30

10

15.04

1096

31.25

29.9

p091008_m181013_all_0c_svv0

78.1

85

2

2.94

2822

125

5
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Appendix A

POLARIS data products

A.1 Data Products
Different data products are foreseen, depending on the level of processing applied, from raw,
uncalibrated data, to Doppler-processed, polarimetric covariance matrix data or science products such
as geolocated ice depths. The data product is characterized by Level and Sublevel, where level is a
digit, sublevel is an alphabet character. Not all products are deliverables, some are intended merely for
internal use.
Level 0: Engineering data
a: Raw, uncalibrated offset video data + unsynchronized navigation data + raw calibration data.
b: Complex baseband data. If possible, calibration and equalization applied. In the calibration,
differential gain, delay, and phase variations of the channels are corrected. Navigation data
are resampled to radar data times, and positions based on integrated velocities, with GPS
corrections applied. Also, maps may be split into several scenes.
c: Complex baseband, range compressed data (for short, unmodulated pulses, no compression is
applied). For narrowband data, range decimation may be applied to reduce sampling
frequency to that of pulse bandwidth. Also, range lines are truncated after compression,
discarding invalid data (i.e. partially compressed echoes).
Level 1: User data. These data are resampled to constant along-track spacing in a suitable (s,c,h)coordinate system. If the acquisition mode supports it, clutter suppression and/or attitude
correction (polarization synthesis) may be applied.
a: Complex baseband data. If full polarimetry is available, attitude-corrected HH, VV, and crosspolar channels may be provided, otherwise only the available tx/rx polarizations are supplied,
and not corrected for attitude. At level 1a, all channels in scene are resampled (coregistered)
to the same along-track positions.
b: Motion-compensated, Doppler-processed, detected data, resampled in along-track and vertical
cross-track direction. If the acquisition mode supports it, full polarimetric covariance matrix
data may be delivered, otherwise only the available tx/rx polarizations are supplied,
uncorrected for sensor attitude. Level 1b deep and shallow channels are not necessarily
coregistered along-track, as different pixels spacings may be applied at different depth ranges.
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A.2 Filename Conventions
A.2.1 General Comments
During acquisition, radar data are divided into “maps”. Whenever the operator has selected a setup and
starts the radar, a map number is assigned, based on the current UTC time. This map number is stored
along with the radar data stream. Furthermore, the control PC stores the setup parameters together with
the map number in a log file, so that radar data can be correlated with parameters off-line.
After the raw radar stream and any auxiliary data have been assembled, unpacked and formatted
offline, the radar data are, as a starting point, stored in a set of files for each map. In some cases, it may
be desirable to divide the recorded maps into shorter strips, or “scenes”. Alternatively, an entire map
may be assigned a descriptive scene name. By default, if no scene division is made, the scene name
will be “all”. A set of files is generated for each data product.
A.2.2 Generic Filename Prefix
All files for a given map or scene and a given processing level share the same initial prefix, which is
given by the format below:
<generic_prefix>=p<YYMMDD>_m<HHMMSS>_<scene_or_cal>_<Lvl>
where
•
•
•

•

<YYMMDD> = date of acquisition, e.g. 080514 for May 14th, 2008
<HHMMSS> = app. UTC time of at start of map (map number), e.g. 183228
<scene_or_cal> = Alphanumeric string with a descriptive name for the data set. The
scene name “all” is reserved for the case when the file set covers the entire map, which will be
the case for level 0a data. For calibration data, the <scene_or_cal> specifier is used to
indicate the type of calibration data.
<Lvl> = Data product level, indicated by two characters, where the first is a digit, and the
second a lowercase character, e.g. 0a. The product level also determines the format of the
associated sounding data files.
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A.2.3 Channel-specific Filenames
Sounding data filenames are constructed by adding a 4-letter channel specifier to the generic filename
prefix, in the following way:
<sounding_filename>=<generic_prefix>_<ch_spec>
The channel specifier, <ch_spec> is given by four lowercase alphanumeric characters:
<ch_spec> = <depth_range><rx_pol><tx_pol><sub_apt>
where
•

•

•
•

<depth_range> indicates the depth range of the sounding channel:
 d for deep sounding (when both deep and shallow available)
 s for shallow sounding (when both deep and shallow available)
 f for full sounding (when only one depth range available)
<rx_pol> indicates the receive polarization:
 h for horizontal (i.e. along-track) polarization
 v for vertical (i.e. cross-track) polarization
 l for left-hand circular polarization
 r for right-hand circular polarization
<tx_pol> indicates transmit polarization, same format as <rx_pol>
<sub_apt> is related to clutter suppression:
 a, b, c, or d indicates the received subaperture for modes where clutter suppression
is supported.
 0 indicates that all subapertures have been combined on receive

An example sounding data filename could be
p080514_m174308_all_0a_dhh0
indicating that the file contains sounding data for the deep channel, horizontal receive and transmit
polarization, with both subapertures combined online.
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A.2.4 Auxiliary Data Filenames
Auxiliary data include sounding parameters, navigation data, sounding data timestamps and external
topography information (e.g. laser altimeter data). Auxiliary data can apply to all sounding channels in
a map (“generic” data, e.g. unsynchronized navigation data), or to a specific sounding channel
(“channel-specific” data, e.g. synchronized navigation data or sounding data time stamps).
Auxiliary data filenames are constructed by adding a three-letter specifier to the filename, indicating
the type of auxiliary data. For generic data, the three-letter specifier is added to the generic prefix
(Section A.2.2); for channel-specific data, the three-letter specifier is added to the channel-specific
filename (Section A.2.3).
The currently anticipated auxiliary data formats are:
• cfg:
Sounding parameters, and processing parameters used to generate the data. For
convenience, a .m extension is added so that it can be executed directly as a MATLAB script.
Both generic and channel-specific cfg files may be present for the same data set.
• nav:
EGI inertial navigation data + surface height estimate. For level 0a, navigation data
are generic, as no resampling to radar data has been performed. For higher level products, a
resampled nav-file is supplied for each channel, and surface height estimates are blended into
the nav-file.
• top:
External surface height measurements (e.g. laser altimeter), if available. This
information blended into the nav and sch files for products above level 0a. The top file is
generic only.
• utc:
Timestamps for radar data – these are channel-specific and only provided for level 0a
data. For higher level products, the sounding timestamps can be read directly from the
resampled nav-file.
• gps:
GPS data (from EGI or from external GPS) used to refine inertial navigation
solution. Same format as nav-file, and only supplied at level 0a.
• sch:
Navigation data in (s,c,h)- coordinate system + surface height estimates for each
channel. This is only present at level 1. The (s,c,h)-system definition is available in the level
1a generic cfg file.
• apf:
Azimuth prefilter coefficients (if applied)
• rfi:
If RFI-suppression has been performed, the subtracted profile is stored in this file
• ant:
Antenna pattern information
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A.2.5 Calibration Data Filenames
Calibration data use the same naming convention and format as sounding data. Note that by calibraton
data, we mean the actual data recorded in the internal calibration loop and not the information derived
from it. Thus it is an engineering format of little interest to the data user. The data derived from
calibration is included in the channel cfg files from level 0b and above.
For each depth range in the sounding (or, more accurately, for each set of pulse parameters used),
internal calibration data are acquired in four different modes to cover the dynamic range of the system.
This is accomplished by leading the transmitter output through an attenuator to the receiver input.
Furthermore, calibration data are in most situations acquired both before and after mapping, and also,
all receiver channels are recorded independently (i.e. they are not combined on receive even though
they may be so in the corresponding sounding mode). This leads to a large number of files, which are
therefore stored in a separate cal/ subdirectory. All calibration data for a given sounding use the
same map date and map number as the sounding (see Section A.2.2), whereas the <scene_or_cal>
specifier is used to indicate the type of calibration data, using the following specifiers, where the
trailing digit indicates pre-map calibration (0) or post-map calibration (1):





calq0, calq1
calt0, calt1
call0, call1
calh0, calh1

=
=
=
=

High attenuation (160 dB), low receiver gain
High attenuation (160 dB), high receiver gain
Low attenuation (100 dB), low receiver gain
Low attenuation (100 dB), high receiver gain

The high and low receiver gains will in general, but not always, be the same as used in the sounding.
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A.2.6 Example POLARIS Dataset
Contents of the main directory for an example data set. The mode used is HH_SDS, which means
horizontal transmit and receive polarization, with alternating shallow- and deep acquisition.
p080514_m174308_all_0a_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_0a_dhh0
p080514_m174308_all_0a_dhh0_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_0a_dhh0_utc
p080514_m174308_all_0a_gps
p080514_m174308_all_0a_nav
p080514_m174308_all_0a_shh0
p080514_m174308_all_0a_shh0_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_0a_shh0_utc
p080514_m174308_all_0b_dhh0
p080514_m174308_all_0b_dhh0_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_0b_dhh0_nav
p080514_m174308_all_0b_shh0
p080514_m174308_all_0b_shh0_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_0b_shh0_nav
p080514_m174308_all_0c_dhh0
p080514_m174308_all_0c_dhh0_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_0c_dhh0_nav
p080514_m174308_all_0c_shh0
p080514_m174308_all_0c_shh0_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_0c_shh0_nav
p080514_m174308_all_1a_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_1a_dhh0
p080514_m174308_all_1a_dhh0_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_1a_sch
p080514_m174308_all_1a_shh0
p080514_m174308_all_1a_shh0_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_1b_dhh0
p080514_m174308_all_1b_dhh0_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_1b_dhh0_sch
p080514_m174308_all_1b_shh0
p080514_m174308_all_1b_shh0_cfg.m
p080514_m174308_all_1b_shh0_sch

Level 0a generic sounding parameters
Sounding data, deep channel, HH pol, subapt A+B
Parameters for deep channel, HH pol, subapt A+B
Time stamps for deep channel, HH pol, subapt A+B
GPS navigation data (generic, unsynchronized)
EGI navigation data (generic, unsynchronized)
Sounding data, shallow channel, HH pol, subapt A+B
Parameters for shallow channel, HH pol, subapt A+B
Time stamps, shallow channel, HH pol, subapt A+B
I/Q-demodulated, calibrated sounding data, deep ch.
Level 0b parameters for deep ch.
Resampled navigation data for deep channel
I/Q-demodulated, calibrated sounding data,shallow ch.
Level 0b parameters for shallow channel
Resampled navigation data for shallow channel
Range compressed sounding data, deep ch.
Level 0c parameters for deep ch.
Resampled navigation data for deep ch.
Range compressed sounding data, shallow channel
Level 0c parameters for shallow channel
Resampled navigation data for shallow channel
Level 1a generic parameters (sch coord. system def.)
Along-track resampled sounding data, deep channel
Level 1a parameters for deep channel
(s,c,h) navigation data, generic for level1a products
Along-track resampled sounding data, shallow ch.
Level 1a parameters for shallow channel
Doppler processed sounding data, deep channel
Level 1b parameters for deep channel
(s,c,h) navigation data for level 1b deep channel
Doppler processed sounding data, shallow channel
Level 1b parameters for shallow channel
(s,c,h) navigation data for level 1b shallow channel

For the example dataset, the number of calibration files (including auxiliary files) is 128. These are
provided in the cal/ subdirectory. Since they are of no real interest to users, an example is not
provided here.
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A.3 Data Formats
A.3.1 General Comments
All binary data are in little endian format. Sounding data are generally 32-bit floating point (single
precision), whereas auxiliary data (navigation, timestamps, etc) are 64 bit floating point (double
precision). For complex baseband data, each complex sample is stored as 2 consecutive numbers, real
part followed by imaginary part.

A.3.2 Sounding data file format
Sounding data are stored in binary files in range line order, in either real or complex IEEE single
precision (32-bit) floating point, little-endian format. Complex samples are stored as two consecutive
floats, real part followed by imaginary part. The line length can be read from the channel-specific cfg
file in the ch.Nra parameter, and the data format (real or complex) can be read from the
ch.DataFormat parameter. There are no headers of any kind in the sounding data, all auxiliary
information is stored in external files.

A.3.3 Radar data timestamps (utc)
The utc file contains UTC timestamps for the radar data. One file is provided for each data channel,
thus the <Ch> channel descriptor should always be present in the filename. The file format is binary,
little-endian, and consists of 16-byte records, one for each echo line. The record structure looks like
this:
struct TUTCRecord
{
int utc_src;
int date;
double time;
}; // 16 byte utc record

// UTC source
// UTC date, given as YYYYMMDD
// UTC time of day [s]

For the utc_src parameter, the following values are presently possible:
utc_src = 1 : EGI
Additional types may be added later.
For higher-level data products where navigation and radar data have been resampled to coincide, the
UTC file is not supplied, as the UTC record can then be read from the navigation data.
A.3.4 EGI/GPS Navigation data ( nav, gps)
The nav file contains navigation data and surface height estimates for the given map/scene. For raw
level 0a data, this will be 50 Hz data, directly from the EGI, not synchronized with the echo
timestamps. If the navigation data have been resampled to radar data timestamps, there will be one
entry per echo line. The file format is binary, little-endian, and consists of 128-byte records with the
following structure:
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struct TNavRecord
{
TUTCRecord utc;
//
double lat;
//
double lon;
//
double alt;
//
double dif;
//
double ve;
//
double vn;
//
double vu;
//
double hdg;
//
double pit;
//
double rol;
//
int nav_src;
//
int dif_src;
//
char reserved[24];
}; // 128-byte nav record

16-byte UTC time record (see utc file)
WGS84 geodetic latitude [rad]
WGS84 longitude [rad]
WGS84 height above ellipsoid (HAE) [m]
Best estimate of altitude over terrain [m]
East velocity [m/s]
North velocity [m/s]
Up velocity [m/s]
Heading [rad]
Pitch [rad] positive nose up
Roll [rad] positive right roll
Source of navigation data
Source of altitude over terrain estimate

For the nav_src parameter, the following values are presently possible:
nav_src = 1 : EGI Blended inertial and GPS
nav_src = 2 : EGI Pure inertial
nav_src = 3 : EGI Foreground GPS
nav_src = 4 : EGI INS fitted to GPS (post proc)
Additional types may be added later.
For the dif_src parameter, the following values are presently possible:
dif_src = 1 : Geoid height from EGI
dif_src = 2 : Nominal altitude over surface (manually entered)
dif_src = 3 : Laser altimeter
dif_src = 4 : Polaris sounding data
Additional types may be added later.
A gps file, if present, will be supplied at level 0a (unsynchronized) and used for refining the EGI
inertial navigation data during the level 0b processing. Thus, above level 0a, nav data will incorporate
GPS corrections, if available.
A.3.5 (s,c,h) Navigation Data (sch)
The sch file contains navigation data and surface height estimates for the given map/scene, in (s,c,h)coordinates, derived from the level 0b navigation data. These are curvilinear coordinates defined on a
sphere that locally approximates the reference ellipsoid, with s the along-track coordinate, c the acrosstrack coordinate, and h the altitude above the reference sphere. The origin of the coordinate system is
set at the approximate midpoint of the track, and the radius of the approximating sphere is chosen as
the radius of curvature of the WGS-84 reference ellipsoid in the along-track direction, evaluated at the
midpoint of the track. With this geometry, a great circle track can accurately be described by
(s,c,h)=(s,0,h0). To relate (s,c,h) to geographic coordinates, knowledge of the origin and orientation of
the (s,c,h)-system is required. This is provided in the cfg file accompanying the sounding data, as
lat_ref, lon_ref, and hdg_ref, from which the relevant transformations can be derived. A
detailed description of (s,c,h)-coordinates can be found in the JPL paper “Repeat Pass Aircraft
Interferometry Results at Portage Lake, Maine, and Innisfail, Australia” by Hensley et. al, available at:
http://hdl.handle.net/2014/25473
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The sch file format is binary, little-endian, and consists of 128-byte records with the following
structure, which closely resembles that of the nav-file :
struct TSchRecord
{
TUTCRecord utc;
//
double s;
//
double c;
//
double h;
//
double dif;
//
double vs;
//
double vc;
//
double vh;
//
double hdg;
//
double pit;
//
double rol;
//
int nav_src;
//
int dif_src;
//
char reserved[24];
//
}; // 128-byte nav record

16-byte UTC time record (see _utc file)
along-track coordinate [m]
horizontal cross-track coordinate [m]
vertical cross-track coordinate [m]
Best estimate of altitude over terrain [m]
along-track velocity [m/s]
horizontal cross-track velocity [m/s]
vertical cross-track velocity [m/s]
Heading, relative to track [rad]
Pitch [rad]
Roll [rad]
Source of navigation data
Source of altitude over terrain estimate
For future use

For the nav_src parameter, the following values are presently possible:
nav_src = 1 : EGI Blended inertial and GPS
nav_src = 2 : EGI Pure inertial data
nav_src = 3 : EGI Foreground GPS
nav_src = 4 : EGI INS fitted to GPS (post proc)
Additional types may be added later.
For the dif_src parameter, the following values are presently possible:
dif_src = 1 : Geoid height from EGI
dif_src = 2 : Nominal altitude over surface (manually entered)
dif_src = 3 : Laser altimeter
dif_src = 4 : Polaris sounding data
Additional types may be added later.

A.3.6 External topography file (top )
TBD
A.3.7 Radar and processing parameters file (cfg.m)
The cfg files contains the parameters for the radar data and the processing applied for the
relevant data product. They are ASCII-files with a format executable as a MATLAB script. When
executed in MATLAB, e.g. run(‘p080514_m183228_all_1a_cfg’)
struct-variables are created in the current workspace. Both generic and channel-specific parameter
files are provided.
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Generic parameters (gen structure):
gen.MapNr = <int>
gen.Mode = <string>
gen.Conf = <string>
gen.TxPRF = <double>
gen.CalSw = <string>
gen.CalAtt = <string>
gen.UTCStart = <double>
gen.UTCStop = <double>
gen.TxPower = <double>

Map number
Mode/Setup name, string in single quotes, eg ‘DualCo_SDS’
Sensor configuration
Transmit PRF
Cal/Sound switch pos. ‘S’ for sounding, ‘C’ for calibration
Calibration attenuation , ‘L’ for low, ‘H’ for high
Appr. Start time of scene, UTC HHMMSS
Appr. Stop time of scene, UTC HHMMSS
Nominal transmitted power [W]

Channel-specific parameters (ch structure):
ch.Fc
ch.Fs
ch.Fif
ch.DataFormat = <int>
ch.PRF = <double>
ch.RxCh = <int>
ch.B = <double>
ch.T = <double>
ch.Tukey = <double>
ch.Nra = <int>
ch.RxDelay = <double>
ch.RxGainCode = <int>
ch.NomRxGain
ch.PresumFactor= <int>
ch.PrefiltFactor= <int>
ch.PrefiltGain = <int>
ch.Eq = <int>
ch.EqFitOrder = <int>
ch.DelayCorrection = <double>
ch.GainCorrection = <double>
ch.PhaseCorrection = <double>
ch.GSys = <double>
ch.ExtDelay = <double>
ch.ExtGain = <double>
ch.ExtPhase = <double>
ch.LineStart = <int>
ch.LineStart = <int>

Center frequency of transmitted signal
Sampling frequency of data in file
IF frequency of data in file (0 for complex baseband)
Data format, 1=real 32-bit float, 2=complex 32-bit float
Effective Receive PRF after presumming/prefilter
Receiver hardware channel (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 = 1+2, 6 = 3+4)
Transmitted pulse bandwidth [Hz]
Transmitted pulse duration [s]
Transmitted pulse Tukey tapering factor (0.0-1.0)
Samples pr. line
Receiver range delay, relative to Tx pulse [s]
Receiver VGA gain code (0-255)
Nominal VGA Voltage gain [V/V]
Online presummer decimation factor = Presum DC gain
Online prefilter decimation factor (if 1, no prefilter applied)
Prefilter DC gain
1 if equalization has been applied, 0 if not
Polynomial fit order applied in equalization
If calibrated - applied differential delay [s]
If calibrated - applied differential gain correction [dB]
If calibrated - applied differential phase correction [rad]
Gain from receiver input to digital signal [dB]
External delay calibration [s] – included in DelayCorrection
External gain calibration [dB] – included in GainCorrection
External phase cal. [deg] – included in PhaseCorrection
First data line offset in original level 0a data file
Last data line offset in original level 0a data file
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The calibration parameters DelayCorrection, GainCorrection, and PhaseCorrection
contains the differential corrections that has been applied to the data as a result of internal calibration.
These quantities are by definition relative to the delay, gain, and phase measured for a reference
channel, which is not corrected. To simplify things and allow long-term statistics to be applied, it has
been decided to always use the receiver hardware channel 1 as a reference channel, even when this
channel is not used in the sounding. The RxDelay parameter of all channels is set to the actual
estimated delay for the reference channel, and differential shifts are applied to all other channels to
coregister the channels.
The gain correction is applied to give equal gain in all channels. Thus the system gain is determined for
the reference channel, and all other channels are then multiplied by a constant to obtain the same
system gain in all channels. The system gain is the conversion factor from the actual power (in Watts)
at the input of the receiver to the digital signal power after pulse compression with Blackman
weighting (for an unmodulated pulse, no weighting is applied). It is found by integrating the detected
digital signal energy over the mainlobe of the compressed calibration pulse, and dividing this by the
nominal energy at the receiver input. The presummer gain and the prefilter gain for the sounding are
included in this parameter, so one can convert directly from level 0c digital signal power to power at
the input of the receiver:

where
Latt

:

Calibration loop attenuation [dB]

Fs

:

Sampling frequency after I/Q-demodulation [Hz]

sPTR

:

Compressed calibration pulse, digital signal

Nml

:

Samples in mainlobe

Nrx

:

Number of receiver channels combined online

Ptx

:

Nominal transmitter power [W]

T

:

Pulse duration [s]

wtukey

:

Correction factor for Tukey weighting (0.0-1.0)

Gpresum :

Presummer gain [dB] = 20log10(Npresum)

Gprefilt

Prefilter gain [dB] = 20log10(Σcn) where cn are the prefilter coefficients

:

The reason for the factor of ½ in the denominator is that the transmitter power is divided in the two
subapertures before the calibration loop. When multiple channels are combined online (by a digital
addition in voltage domain), the system gain refers to a hypothetical single analog receiver where the
channels are combined in power before reception. Thus the system gain for two combined channels is
3dB higher than in the single channel case.
A.3.8 Azimuth Prefilter Coefficients (apf)
This file contains the coefficients used in the online prefiltering of the data. The prefilter gain is the
sum of these coefficients. The apf file is an ASCII file, one coefficient pr. line.
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A.3.9 RFI Suppresion subtracted profile (rfi)
If RFI-suppression has been performed (by subtracting an average range profile from each line before
I/Q-demodulation), the subtracted profile is stored in this file. The format is the same as the for the
level 0a sounding data, but only one line. This is currently not used, as the RFI problem has been
largely solved.
A.3.10 Antenna Pattern File (ant)
TBD
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Appendix B

POLARIS Sounding Modes

The POLARIS operating modes, as defined at the time of the Proof-of-Concept campaign, are listed
below. The acronyms used in the Mode ID column are:
CalHX:

Calibration of high RX gain and pol-switch leakage

CalL:

Calibration of low RX gain

CalQ:

Calibration of signal in quantization noise (and thermal noise)

CalT:

Calibration of signal in thermal noise (and quantization noise)

HH:

Horizontal transmit polarization, Horizontal receive polarization

VV:

Vertical transmit polarization, Vertical receive polarization

DualCo:

Dual Co-polarization, i.e. HH and VV

Quad:

quadruple polarization, i.e. HH, VV, HV, and VH

SDS:

Shallow/Deep Sounding

CS2:

Clutter Suppression with two channels

CS4:

Clutter Suppression with four channels

In the table, multiple lines having the same Mode ID indicates a setup that changes on a pulse-by-pulse
basis. In the gain column, 0 means don’t care (the channel is not recorded).

Mode ID

TX pulse
length
(Short/Long)

Cal.
switches
(Sounding/
Calibration)

Cal. att.
attenuator
(High or
Low)

Pol.
switches
(Hor or Vert
polarization)

RX gain
for
ch.1234
(High/Low)

Recorded
Channels
(HW ch.)

#
channels

L

C

L

H

LL00

1, 2

4

L

C

L

V

00LL

3, 4

L

C

L

H

HHHH

1, 2, 3, 4

L

C

L

V

HHHH

1, 2, 3, 4

L

C

H

H

LL00

1, 2

L

C

H

V

00LL

3, 4

L

C

H

H

HH00

1, 2

L

C

H

V

00HH

3, 4

HH

L

S

H

H

LL00

1+2

1

VV

L

S

H

V

00LL

3+4

1

DualCo

L

S

H

H

LL00

1+2

2

L

S

H

V

00LL

3+4

L

S

H

H

LLHH

1+2, 3+4

L

S

H

V

HHLL

1+2, 3+4

CalL
CalHX
CalQ
CalT

Quad
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Mode ID

TX pulse
length
(Short/Long)

Cal.
switches
(Sounding/
Calibration)

Cal. att.
attenuator
(High or
Low)

Pol.
switches
(Hor or Vert
polarization)

RX gain
for
ch.1234
(High/Low)

Recorded
Channels
(HW ch.)

#
channels

S

S

H

H

LL00

1+2

2

L

S

H

H

HH00

1+2

S

S

H

V

00LL

3+4

L

S

H

V

00HH

3+4

S

S

H

H

LL00

1+2

S

S

H

V

00LL

3+4

L

S

H

H

HH00

1+2

L

S

H

V

00HH

3+4

S

S

H

H

LLHH

1+2, 3+4

S

S

H

V

HHLL

1+2, 3+4

L

S

H

H

HHHH

1+2, 3+4

L

S

H

V

HHHH

1+2, 3+4

HH_CS2

S

S

H

H

LL00

1, 2

2

VV_CS2

S

S

H

V

00LL

3, 4

2

DualCo_CS2

S

S

H

H

LL00

1, 2

4

S

S

H

V

00LL

3, 4

S

S

H

H

LLHH

1, 2, 3, 4

S

S

H

V

HHLL

1, 2, 3, 4

S

S

H

H

LL00

1, 2

L

S

H

H

HH00

1, 2

S

S

H

V

00LL

3, 4

L

S

H

V

00HH

3, 4

S

S

H

H

LL00

1, 2

S

S

H

V

00LL

3, 4

L

S

H

H

HH00

1, 2

L

S

H

V

00HH

3, 4

S

S

H

H

LL00

1, 2

S

S

H

V

00LL

3, 4

L

S

H

H

HHHH

1+2, 3+4

L

S

H

V

HHHH

1+2, 3+4

HH_SDS
VV_SDS
DualCo_SDS

Quad_SDS

Quad_CS2
HH_SDS_CS2
VV_SDS_CS2
DualCo_SDS_CS2

Mix_SDS_CS2
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Appendix C

Channel imbalance calibration with isotropic scene

In the [1, p1860], I express the measured scattering matrix M in terms of the real scattering matrix S,
assuming that the transmit and receive imbalance matrices Btx, Brx and cross-talk matrices Xtr, Xrx are
frequency independent

Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.

(1)

Here k is an absolute, radiometric calibration factor.
In terms of the complex imbalance factors ftx and frx and the complex cross-talk factors u, v, z and w the
measured scattering matrix is

(2)
The imbalance factors are 1ej0 in case of perfect channel balance, and the cross-talk factors are ideally
0. Note that for instance shv is the scattering coefficient for V transmit and H receive.
If the cross-talk is negligible, Eq. 2 can be simplified

(3)
In practice, reciprocity always applies, i.e.

(4)
and in case of an isotropic scene

(5)
Once Eqs. 4 and 5 have been solved for the imbalance factors, the measured scattering matrix can be
calibrated

(6)
In practice, the four channels are just divided by scalars, the three of which are generally complex

(7)

[1] E.L. Christensen et al., “EMISAR: An Absolutely Calibrated Polarimetric L- and C-band SAR”,
IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Vol. 36, No. 6, pp. 1852-1865,
November, 2008.
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shall be liable for any direct, incidental, consequential, indirect or punitive damages arising
out of Users' access to, or use of, them. ESA and all other party involved do not guarantee
the accuracy of information provided and make no warranties, expressed or implied, that
the processing tools are free of errors, or are consistent with any particular standard of
merchantability. We should be grateful if users could notify us of any errors or inaccuracies
they may find. Please note that users use the processed data at their own risk, see terms
and conditions outlined on the ESA Earthnet Online website.
COPYRIGHTS:
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and materials for non-commercial use. Use of them is subject to the terms and conditions
outlined on the ESA Earthnet Online website.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This report contains the data inventory of the processed data of the 2009 Greenland
campaign, and is in addition to the “Additional Test Campaign; Campaign Report and Data
Inventory” [1], referred to as Campaign report. Data files of the acquired tracks, as outlined
in chapter 7 of the Campaign report, were provided to ESA in level 0c format. These
contained combined shallow/deep sounding (85/30MHz bandwidth) data as well as deep
sounding (6MHz bandwidth) data. All data are provided in HH, HV, VH and VV
polarisation.
The combination of shallow/deep sounding data aims at imaging respectively the shallow
and deep ice layers/bedrock. This was achieved by adapting the receiving time window for
each operational mode. As the transmitted chirp bandwidths are different for the multiple
operational modes, so will be the respective range resolutions. In case of shallow/deep
sounding data a bandwidth of 85MHz and 30MHz was used, respectively, translating to a
range resolution in ice of 0.98 and 2.78m. For the deep sounding data acquired with 6MHz
chirp bandwidth, the range resolution in ice corresponds to 13.88m.
The obtained azimuth resolution is also dependant on the bandwidth, because of the
approach chosen for along-track focusing, which sets the integration time such that no
range cell migration occurs. This means, the processed Doppler bandwidth is limited to an
integration time that results in a range cell migration not larger than half of the range
resolution. Last but not least, a Hamming window was applied during processing to
suppress side lobes, resulting in a slightly coarsened azimuth resolution.
Figure 1 gives the estimated azimuth resolution of varying with depth for the multiple
operation modes, assuming a height of 600m and before multi-looking. The respective
multi-looking factors might vary and are listed in Table 1 and Table 2.

Figure 1: Estimated azimuth resolution for each operational mode as
obtained for the reference height of 600m above ice and applying a
Hamming taper with a factor of 0.54.
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The along track focussing requires the retrieval of the altitude over ice. In case of the
combination shallow/deep sounding data, the altitude over ice was retrieved (from the
shallow sounding data) as the first received intensity peak. Since both were acquired at the
same instant, the altitude over ice can be used for both modes. In case of only the deep
sounding data, the altitude over ice was extracted from the navigation data or, in absence
of this, an approximated stationary altitude was assumed. The extraction method of the
altitude over ice is also indicated for each track in the location information figure.
Corrupted files, due to an antenna failure, were not included in the processed data files. An
overview of the processed data files is provided in Table 1 for the shallow/deep (85/30MHz
bandwidth) soundings and in Table 2 for the deep (6MHz bandwidth) soundings.
Processing of the raw data was performed using the tools as outlined in the first POLARIS
Proof of Concept report [2].
File name convention:
Same file name convention is used as for the raw data [1], with an extra indication of the
processed data by the suffix “_out”.
p<YYMMDD>_m<HHMMSS>_<scene_or_cal>_<Lvl>_<type><pol><processed>
<YYMMDD>
<HHMMSS>
<scene_or_cal>
<Lvl>
<type>
<pol>
<processed >

date of acquisition (year, month, day)
UTC time (hour, minute, second)
alphanumeric string with a descriptive name for the dataset.
data product level
<s> and <d> for the combination shallow and deep sounding. With s and d
respectively indicating the shallow and the deep data files. <f> for deep
sounding (not in combination with shallow sounding).
polarisations on transmit and receive. Possible combinations are <hh>,
<hv>, <vh> or <vv>
not specified for raw data. <_out> for ESA processed data

Roadmap:
Chapter 2 gives more information about the data format and how to read the data. The
processed data and the obtained results are contained in Chapter 3 through 15. Results do
not change significantly between different polarisations. For this reason, this report shows
only the results of the HH polarisation as a representative example. Note that images of all
processed polarisations are provided with the processed data. In addition, Chapter 3 gives
an example of the internal ice layering (Figure 5). Often, these ice layers are difficult to see
on the full scale images (compare Figure 4 and Figure 5). Another option is to fix the
display aspect ratio (for example Figure 8 and Figure 10).
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Dataset
p091008_m141426

Track
all

neemSE

p091008_m161551

all*
neemSE

ngripSE*
p091008_m181013

all*
ngripSW*

Processed data file names
p091008_m141426_all_0c_dhh0_out
p091008_m141426_all_0c_dvh0_out
p091008_m141426_all_0c_dhv0_out
p091008_m141426_all_0c_dvv0_out
p091008_m141426_all_0c_shh0_out
p091008_m141426_all_0c_svh0_out
p091008_m141426_all_0c_shv0_out
p091008_m141426_all_0c_svv0_out
p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_dhh0_out
p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_dvh0_out
p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_dhv0_out
p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_dvv0_out
p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_shh0_out
p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_svh0_out
p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_shv0_out
p091008_m141426_neemNE_0c_svv0_out
p091008_m161551_all_0c_dvv0_out
p091008_m161551_all_0c_svv0_out
p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_dhh0_out
p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_dvh0_out
p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_dhv0_out
p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_dvv0_out
p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_shh0_out
p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_svh0_out
p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_shv0_out
p091008_m161551_neemSE_0c_svv0_out
p091008_m161551_ngripSE_0c_dvv0_out
p091008_m161551_ngripSE_0c_svv0_out
p091008_m181013_all_0c_dvv0_out
p091008_m181013_all_0c_svv0_out
p091008_m181013_ngripSW_0c_dvv0_out
p091008_m181013_ngripSW_0c_svv0_out

Multi-look
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
128
128
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
128
128
64
64

Table 1: Shallow/deep sounding (85/30MHz bandwidth). Shallow and deep soundings are
respectively indicated by “s” and “d” in the processed file names (see above for file name
convention). Different polarisations are marked by HH, VH, HV and VV. Corrupted files
are not processed. Tracks that contained corrupted files are indicated by the * symbol. The
multi-look factor gives the number of azimuth sample incoherently averaged after
focusing.
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Dataset
p091008_m160224

Track
all

neemSE

neemNE

p091008_m174900

all*
ngripSE*
ngripSW*

Processed data file names
p091008_m160224_all_0c_fhh0_out
p091008_m160224_all_0c_fvh0_out
p091008_m160224_all_0c_fhv0_out
p091008_m160224_all_0c_fvv0_out
p091008_m160224_neemSE_0c_fhh0_out
p091008_m160224_neemSE_0c_fvh0_out
p091008_m160224_neemSE_0c_fhv0_out
p091008_m160224_neemSE_0c_fvv0_out
p091008_m160224_neemNE_0c_fhh0_out
p091008_m160224_neemNE_0c_fvh0_out
p091008_m160224_neemNE_0c_fhv0_out
p091008_m160224_neemNE_0c_fvv0_out
p091008_m174900_all_0c_fvv0_out
p091008_m174900_ngripSE_0c_fvv0_out
p091008_m174900_ngripSW_0c_fvv0_out

Multi-look
128
128
128
128
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
128
64
64

Table 2: Deep sounding (6MHz bandwidth). Deep soundings are indicated by “f” in the
processed file names (see above for file name convention). Different polarisations are
marked by HH, VH, HV and VV. Corrupted files are not processed. Tracks that contained
corrupted files are indicated by the * symbol. The multi-look factor gives the number of
azimuth sample incoherently averaged after focusing.
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2

READING OF PROCESSED DATA

Each processed data file (filename with <_out> as suffix) is provided together with an info
file (filename with <out_info.mat> as suffix). The latter is a MATLAB file, containing
information of the processed data file as outlined in Table 3. The processed data file can be
read into matrix format, with the rows and columns being the number of range samples
and azimuth samples of the processed data (denoted Nrg and NazProc, respectively). Each
intensity value for the processed data represents 4 Bytes (float32). Each 4*Nrg Bytes
corresponds to a column of the data matrix. For MATLAB this becomes:
processedData=zeros(Nrg,NazProc);
for k=1:NazProc
processedData(:,k)=fread(fid,Nrg,'float32');
end;
figure
imagesc(10*log(processedData));

Parameter
# range samples
# azimuth samples
Altitude wrt the geoid
Altitude over ice surface
Longitude
Latitude
Aircraft roll angle
Mean velocity over the track
Receive window start time delay w.r.t. first pulse
Pulse Repetition Frequency

Variable name
Nrg
NazProc
altProc
flightAltitudeOverIceProc
LonProc
latProc
rollProc
v_mean
tau_min
PRF

Table 3: Parameters of the processed data contained in the info file.
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3

PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M141426_ALL + ZOOMED
EXAMPLE

Figure 2: Location information of track p091008_m141426_all.
Altitude over ice is estimated using the shallow sounding data.
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Figure 3: Deep sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m141426_all. Other
polarisations have similar results and are for this reason not shown.
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Figure 4: Shallow sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m141426_all. Other
polarisations have similar results and are for this reason not shown. The red rectangle
indicates the zoomed area displayed in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Zoom (red rectangle in Figure 4) of the shallow sounding HH polarisation of
track p091008_m141426_all.
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4

PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M141426_NEEMNE

Figure 6: Location information of track p091008_m141426_neemNE.
Altitude over ice is estimated using the shallow sounding data.
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Figure 7: Deep sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m141426_neemNE.
Other polarisations have similar results and are for this reason not shown. Ice
layers are not clearly visible due to the stretched display. Figure 8 gives the same
result but with a fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of
along-track distance). The red rectangle indicates the zoom displayed in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Deep sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m141426_neemNE
with a fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of along-track
distance). Ice layers become better visible compared to Figure 7.
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Figure 9: Shallow sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m141426_neemNE.
Other polarisations have similar results and are for this reason not shown. Ice
layers are not clearly visible due to the stretched display. Figure 10 gives the same
result but with a fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of
along-track distance). The red rectangle indicates the zoom displayed in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Shallow sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m141426_neemNE
with a fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of along-track
distance). Ice layers become better visible compared to Figure 9.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M160224_ALL

Figure 11: Location information of track: p091008_m160224_all.
Altitude over ice is assumed to be constant at 610m.
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Figure 12: Deep sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m160224_all. Other
polarisations have similar results and are for this reason not shown.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M160224_NEEMSE

Figure 13: Location information of track p091008_m160224_neemSE.
Altitude over ice is assumed to be constant at 610m.
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Figure 14: Deep sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m160224_neemSE.
Other polarisations have similar results and are for this reason not shown.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M160224_NEEMNE

Figure 15: Location information of track p091008_m160224_neemNE.
Altitude over ice is assumed to be constant at 610m.
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Figure 16: Deep sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m160224_neemNE.
Other polarisations have similar results and are for this reason not shown.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M161551_ALL

Figure 17: Location information of track p091008_m161551_all.
Altitude over ice is estimated using the shallow sounding data.
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Figure 18: Deep sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m161551_all.
Other polarisations were corrupted.
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Figure 19: Shallow sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m161551_all.
Other polarisations were corrupted.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M161551_NEEMSE

Figure 20: Location information of track p091008_m161551_neemSE.
Altitude over ice is estimated using the shallow sounding data.
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Figure 21: Deep sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m161551_neemSE.
Other polarisations have similar results and are for this reason not shown. Ice
layers are not clearly visible due to the stretched display. Figure 22 gives the
same result but with a fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m
of along-track distance). The red rectangle indicates the zoom displayed in Figure
22.
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Figure 22: Deep sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m161551_neemSE with
a fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of along-track distance).
Ice layers become better visible compared to Figure 21.
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Figure 23: Shallow sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m161551_neemSE.
Other polarisations have similar results and are for this reason not shown. Ice
layers are not clearly visible due to the stretched display. Figure 24 gives the same
result but with a fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of alongtrack distance). The red rectangle indicates the zoom displayed in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Shallow sounding HH polarisation of track p091008_m161551_neemSE with a
fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of along-track distance). Ice
layers become better visible compared to Figure 23.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M161551_NGRIPSE

Figure 25: Location information of track p091008_m161551_ngripS.
Altitude over ice is estimated using the shallow sounding data.
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Figure 26: Deep sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m161551_ngripSE.
Other polarisations were corrupted. Ice layers are not clearly visible due to the
stretched display. Figure 27 gives the same result but with a fixed aspect ratio of
1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of along-track distance). The red rectangle
indicates the zoom displayed in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Deep sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m161551_ngripSE with a fixed
aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of along-track distance). Ice layers
become better visible compared to Figure 26.
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Figure 28: Shallow sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m161551_ngripSE. Other
polarisations were corrupted. Ice layers are not clearly visible due to the stretched display.
Figure 29 gives the same result but with a fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect
to 40m of along-track distance). The red rectangle indicates the zoom displayed in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Shallow sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m161551_ngripSE with a fixed
aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of along-track distance). Ice layers
become better visible compared to Figure 28.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M174900_ALL

Figure 30: Location information of track p091008_m174900_all.
Altitude over ice is assumed to be constant at 610m.
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Figure 31: Deep sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m174900_all. Other
polarisations were corrupted.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M174900_NGRIPSE

Figure 32: Location information of track p091008_m174900_ngripSE.
Altitude over ice is assumed to be constant at 610m.
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Figure 33: Deep sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m174900_ngripSE.
Other polarisations were corrupted.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M174900_NGRIPSW

Figure 34: Location information of track p091008_m174900_ngripSW.
Altitude over ice is assumed to be constant at 610m.
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Figure 35: Deep sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m174900_ngripSW.
Other polarisations were corrupted.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M181013_ALL

Figure 36: Location information of track p091008_m181013_all.
Altitude over ice is estimated using the shallow sounding data.
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Figure 37: Deep sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m181013_all. Other
polarisations were corrupted.
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Figure 38: Shallow sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m181013_all.
Other polarisations were corrupted.
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PROCESSED DATA: P091008_M181013_NGRIPSW

Figure 39: Location information of track p091008_m181013_ngripSW.
Altitude over ice is estimated using the shallow sounding data.
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Figure 40: Deep sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m181013_ngripSW. Other
polarisations were corrupted. Ice layers are not clearly visible due to the stretched display.
Figure 41 gives the same result but with a fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect
to 40m of along-track distance). The red rectangle indicates the zoom displayed in Figure 41.
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Figure 41: Deep sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m181013_ngripSW with a fixed
aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of along-track distance). Ice layers
become better visible compared to Figure 40.
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Figure 42: Shallow sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m181013_ngripSW. Other
polarisations were corrupted. Ice layers are not clearly visible due to the stretched display.
Figure 43 gives the same result but with a fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect
to 40m of along-track distance). The red rectangle indicates the zoom displayed in Figure 43.
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Figure 43: Shallow sounding VV polarisation of track p091008_m181013_ngripSW with a
fixed aspect ratio of 1/40m (1m depth with respect to 40m of along-track distance). Ice layers
become better visible compared to Figure 42.
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